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Abstract
The purpose of this study is to explore how the customer knowledge management systems
support business follow-up of customer reviews and discussion using social media, and propose
a customer stratification framework. The survey methodology was used to collect the data
utilized in answering the research questions and based on the analysis and logical deduction,
a conceptual customer stratification framework was proposed. This framework explains the
stages required by a business to observe customers social media discussions starting with
validation where business should aim to better understand how customers map themselves onto
other customer experiences. Secondly, the reinforcement stage is where business should explore
how the customer is better informed to make choices from the customer’s discussions. Finally,
through the contradiction stage the business should recognise the value placed to explore where
they are weak and have a means to correct these areas.
Keywords: customer knowledge, social media, customer knowledge management, knowledge
about customer, knowledge from customers
Introduction
The attention and importance placed on gleaning and analysing knowledge about customers, and
from customers is gaining increased prominence especially in recent times with the growth in the
interaction with social media by customers for active business engagement. Integrating social
media with knowledge management allows businesses to engage with customers in innovative
ways (Duan, 2013; Paroutis & Al Saleh, 2009; Najafloo, Rasouli, & Shamizanjani, 2015; von
Krogh, 2012; Zhang, 2011). Further, Chua and Banerjee (2013) have analysed how “the use of
social media can support customer knowledge management (CKM) in an organisation”. Social
media including techniques such as discussion and reviews are important tools used by CKM
that can help firms gain knowledge from and about customers (Ford & Mason, 2013;
Taherparvar, Esmaeilpour, & Dostar, 2014; Zembik, 2014). In these reviews and discussion,
diverse people with different levels of knowledge can articulate their needs, problems and doubts
(Maswera, Dawson, & Edwards, 2006), and enterprises can use this knowledge to make sense of
community perspectives to develop new ideas, improve current products and services, and
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launch new and innovative products and services. Ziemba and Eisenbardt (2015a, 2015b)
proposed and examined the conceptual framework of customers’ participation in business
processes by means of social media and using reviews and discussion.
The exchanging of knowledge is an important aspect of being a member of a community and
customers voluntarily contribute knowledge increasing the prospective customer’s awareness of
the products and services offered by the business (Kumar, Aksoy, Donkers, Venkatesan, Wiesel,
& Tillmanns, 2010). Further, businesses hold the desire to acquire information and customers
have accelerated this rise in information sharing by posting reviews onto social media business
web sites (Choi & Shah 2014). Customers appraise other customer’s reviews, and customers
appraise the business response. There are important questions to raise about this knowledge
exchange. Firstly, who has possession over the response? Essentially it is both the business and
the customers at the same time, and this is where the knowledge switch happens. The business
allows self-stratification on the part of the customer, but how much is reflected back through the
business and do the knowledge management systems or CKM support this exchange?
The customer is empowered by the internet’s social media capabilities which allow them to leave
comments and reviews for other customers to appraise and respond to, but current research
shows that public organisations, as well as many private businesses, may still be at an early stage
in using social media and Web 2.0 and Sivarajah, Irani, and Weerakkody (2015) present the
benefits, risks and impact of these tools for individuals as well as the organisation including
policy issues referring to responsibility and control. The business has two options; one is to
observe the (review and discussion) commentary and stay relatively quiet (Kietzmann,
Hermkens, McCarthy, & Silvestre, 2011). Secondly, the business may choose to interact directly
with the customer in a highly transparent way, using the social media, for other
customers/prospective customers to grasp how the business responds. Through either of these
options, the customer has the upper hand in informing others about how they feel about the
business offerings.
Businesses employ a variety of tools to analyse the text in the knowledge exchange (Gémar and
Jiménez-Quintero, 2015). Harrysson, Metayer, and Sarrazin (2012) present a viable range of
analytical toolkits designed for contemporary business competitive objectives. Further, widely
available text analysis tools such as Mallet may be adopted to analyse the discussion or WEKA
for deeper data mining or tools embedded in the cloud services such as TripAdvisor and Google
Analytics. There are licence agreements with 3rd party cloud analytics tools, so it's not possible
to analyse the customer information exchange away from these embedded tools limiting the
choice of analysis to the functions available. On a larger scale data warehouses use Hadoop,
MapReduce and other software for data mining, analysing, visualising and reporting are
implemented for analysis.
The authors of this paper, after extensively searching the literature, did not uncover any deep
studies about how the CKM support business follow-up of customer reviews and discussion
using social media. This reveals a need for studying how customer reviews and discussion
should be used in enterprises and how these may impact upon and affect the success of business.
This research should contribute to greater understanding of the use of customer reviews and
discussion in enterprises and should help fill the gap in the existing body of knowledge.
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In light of the above limitations, the objectives of this study are to explore how the CKM support
business follow-up of customer reviews and discussion using social media and propose
a customer stratification framework. The paper is organised as follows, a theoretical supposition,
followed by a brief methodology, reporting of the findings leading to discussion and conclusion.
Theoretical Background
Using consumer knowledge in business
Business contending with new challenges presented by the knowledge era will understand that
knowledge is its most strategic resource and the basis of competition and survival in competitive
environments. Moreover, customer knowledge takes on greater significance in light of these
challenges (Masa’deh, Gharaibeh, Tarhini, & Obeidat, 2016; Taherparvar et al., 2014). Customer
knowledge becomes an essential intangible asset for every line of business (Rowley, 2002), leads
to better response and respect to customers (Aghamirian, Dorri, & Aghamirian, 2013), and
contributes to the improvement of business value (Croteau & Li, 2009). The business ability to
manage customers’ knowledge should be considered as a potential source of competitive
advantage. It is aligned with Gilbert, Leibold, and Probst’s (2002) statement that CKM
constitutes a continuous strategic process by which companies enable their customers to move
from passive information sources and recipients of products and services to empowered
knowledge partners.
CKM is the application of knowledge management instruments and techniques to capture, share,
transfer, and apply knowledge related to customers. It can be realized at three levels (Vecchio &
Ndou, 2012; Ziemba, 2013):




knowledge for customers, represented by knowledge about markets, products and
suppliers that support customers in their buying cycle and impacts on customers’
perception of an enterprise and its offers;
knowledge from customers, defined as ideas, thoughts, and information that the
enterprise receives from its customers and uses them to enhance its products and services;
and
knowledge about customers, encompassed the customers’ needs and requirements, future
expectation and desires, connections, purchasing activity and financial capability.

CKM generally supports the exchange of knowledge not only between an enterprise and its
customers, but also between enterprise’s customers (Najafloo et al., 2015). The emerging Web
2.0 and social software applications open a new horizon for enterprises to exchange customer
knowledge, and this process can be achieved in various ways and by means of different
information technology.
Using customer reviews and discussion for exchanging customer
knowledge
Some studies show that social media can be used for knowledge management (Bharati, Zhang, &
Chaudhury, 2015; Chua & Banerjee, 2013; Ford & Mason, 2013; Heller-Baird & Parasnis, 2011;
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Levy, 2009; Zhang, 2011). Only a few of them explore the application of social media for
exchanging customer knowledge. For example, Starbucks redefined the roles of its customers
through the use of social media by transforming them from passive recipients of beverages to
active contributors of innovation. Moreover, Starbucks uses effective strategies to mitigate
customers' unwillingness for voluntary knowledge sharing, thereby promoting engagement in
social media (Chua & Banerjee, 2013). Gafni, Geri, and Bengov (2014) investigated the effect of
tangible and virtual rewards for knowledge contribution in online communities.
Using social media customers can review and discuss an enterprise and its offers. Further,
customer reviews and discussion can be important ways for exchanging customer knowledge,
especially knowledge from and about customers. Reviews and discussion mainly embrace
thoughts, opinions, comments, rankings and pools of products and services, future needs and
ideas for product and service innovation (Ziemba & Eisenbardt, 2013). Studies conducted in
Poland reported that almost 38% of customers ‘strongly and rather often’ exchange their
knowledge on products and services through reviews and discussion. Furthermore around 82%
of customers ‘strongly and rather often’ look for reviews and discussion on the Web and use
them as advice before making their own purchase decisions.
Customer stratification and profiling
Encouraging social discourse between customers increases the chance for businesses to capture
knowledge and they have to take care to make a 'measured' response to the open discussion. It is
at this juncture, the ‘knowledge exchange’ where the knowledge switch occurs because the
business gain from the customers involvement and prospective customers are in a strong position
to determine if the customer base matches theirs and if the business is credible to engage with.
Both customer–to-customer and customer-to-business become conveyors of knowledge, but the
knowledge does not necessarily fit into a system or knowledge management approach.
The body of customer reviews represent essentially a population (Anand, Glick, & Manz, 2002),
There is a population of characteristics, and a visitor try’s to tie their experience in with the
different conditions (Hilligoss & Rieh, 2008). A customer ties in the characteristics they want,
then maps those on to the cluster of conditions or contributions (Huo & Palmer, 2015). As
a customer you are mapping the kind of thing you would say, and mapping your expectations
onto other people's experiences (Morris, Counts, Roseway, Hoff, & Schwarz, 2012). When
a customer identifies commonality between their experiences and wishes, then the customers are
interested in that product/service.
On the other hand, if a customer cannot identify with any part of the population of experiences,
then they are a lot less likely to be interested in that product/service. It is no different to when a
customer chooses to enter a bar for the first time, customers tend to look for people dressed like
them, same mood as them, subconsciously look for similar economic classification such as
economic wealth, and make a decision about whether one wants to associate with the
place/product, so it is no different online. In real life, a customer is making decisions based on
their social and financial conditions. In that case, a customer will be stratifying or profiling
themselves by that means (Huo & Palmer, 2015). Essentially a customer takes the favourable
aspects of a product review and uses that as a starting point for a fresh search. The social media
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reviews allow customers to draw from other people's experiences to enhance their enquiry, to get
exactly what they want from the knowledge exchange. The knowledge exchange encourages
‘companies to get close to customers’ referred to by Heller-Baird and Parasnis (2011), and
importantly they state that ‘using social media as a channel for customer engagement will fail if
the traditional CRM approaches are not reinvented.'
Stratifying oneself to something you want to purchase, or finding out more about the
product/service is a very good weapon in the customer’s armoury. A good business will follow
up on it. But it is unlikely that business follows up, and it begs the question how much of the
follow-up is being analysed by the business? Business needs to ensure they are conducting this
follow-up, through a sophisticated post analysis approach to this pool of experimental
information in the knowledge exchange. Following on from the suggestion by Heller-Baird and
Parasnis (2011) it is clear businesses need to look at how to manage this approach and move
thinking forward.
Research Methodology
An initial pilot survey with 30 businesses was conducted in stages of increasing detail and
exactitude to address the reliability of the research strategy adopted. Reliability was addressed by
undertaking the pilot survey or pretest to ensure issues such as validity and bias could be
reviewed and also to ensure repeatability of the results when the survey was repeated following
corrections with the same 30 businesses. The repeatability of the questionnaire was high and
acceptable to be used for the main survey.
The initial pilot survey with 30 businesses was conducted to assess if the four questions were
phrased appropriately and to determine if the options for responding seemed appropriate. This
approach was deemed necessary to ensure the questionnaire measured what it intended to
measure. As a result following the pilot survey, the forth question was rephrased and simplified
to reduce ambiguity. Further, the sample included a range of businesses from a variety of sectors
and sizes to limit researchers concerns about participant representation.
The final survey was presented to a total of 3120 business in Wales following their completion of
a variety of contemporary business training courses. Out of the total surveyed, 1024 (the
response rate was 33%) of the businesses completed the survey. The survey was conducted in
February-June 2014.
The survey considered four main research questions:
RQ1: Do you need training in embedding social media onto your business web site to
capture customer reviews and discussion, and if so what level of training is needed (choose
from: No need for training, Basic training, Advanced training)?
RQ2: Do you have a social media strategy in place?
RQ3: Do you respond to customers who post reviews and discussion on your social media?
RQ4: Do you analyse the customer reviews and discussion?
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Research Findings
The survey method was used to design structured questions while accepting that this is a less
detailed observational data approach on a relatively large number of businesses and the data
collected was then subjected to standard forms of analysis (Quine & Taylor, 1998).
The data and open responses were captured on paper-based questionnaires for analysis.
Alongside capturing descriptive statistical data, it was deemed sensible to use a supporting
qualitative tool such as document coding to capture items from the questions. The responses
were scanned and themes identified. In this way, the themes are broken down into unambiguous,
mutually exclusive and exhaustive, sets so that any individual response portion could be assigned
to just one theme. The commonly occurring themes were noted. The coded themes are reported
in Table 2 under the column methods of reviews and discussion analysis.
The findings support significant knowledge outcomes detailing how business respond to
customers posting and responding to messages and encouraging this social-tie between
customers and the business.
The businesses surveyed reported how the enterprise benefits from the knowledge gleaned from
customers but were unsure of the methods required to conduct follow-up analysis and link to
CKM and enterprise systems.
From a total of 1024 businesses who attended a range of business training courses and responded
to a survey where they were asked four questions. Table 1 summarises questions 1-3 and Table 2
reports on question 4.
Needs for training in capturing customer reviews and discussion
A high proportion of the businesses surveyed 78%, indicated they had no need to engage in
social media training, at any level (Table 1). Suggesting they had employed social media in an
efficient and useful way in their business. These should be referred to as ‘high level’ users.
A second group emerged and referred to as ‘intermediate’ level users, a total of 9%, reporting
they required advanced training in using social media indicating that the basic use of the tools
had been satisfied, but additional forms of engagement and analysis would be required to benefit
the business. A final group reporting ‘beginner’ level training, 13% of enterprises reported that
had not embarked on embedding social media into the business web site or using separate social
media sites for increasing their business visibility to a wider audience.
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Table 1: Training business using social media to capture customer reviews and discussion
78% of enterprises

9% of enterprises

13% of enterprises

No need for training

Need advanced level training

Need beginner level training

Using a wide variety of social media
embedded on the web site.

Some use of social media

No social media embedded on the
web site

Strategy in place

No strategy in place

No strategy considered

Have not responded to
customers reviews/issues

Did not allow customers an online
means to exchange information
with the business

Business explained they are
continually looking at how to update
the strategy – borrowing ideas from
other businesses
Respond to customers reviews/issues

Having social media strategy in place
The high level users had a strategy in place whereas the intermediate level, and beginner levels
did not have a social media plan or strategy in place (Table 1). The training required proposed
the need to ensure that tactics and strategy in using social media for business and customer
discourse is a priority.
Responding to customers who post reviews and discussion on social
media
The high level social media users reported that they do respond to customer’s reviews and
discussion (Table 1). The intermediate businesses had not responded to customers on any
occasion, and the beginner businesses did not have any social media in place and did not engage
with customers through social media tools.
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Analysing customer reviews and discussion
The responses to this question are summarised in Table 2 below.
Table 2: Comparison of methods of customer reviews and discussion analysis based on
enterprise size
Methods of reviews
and discussion
analysis
Customer reviews
and discussion

Small enterprises

Medium enterprises

Large enterprises

Not skilled to
analyse expect to
rely on 3rd part
analytics tools
embedded in tools
such as Trip
Advisor

Use 3rd party analytics tools and
where reviews are captured on
business web site - use open
Source tools such as R, Mallet and
databases and external Business
Intelligence and analytics expertise

3rd party analytics tools
and where reviews are
captured on business web
site - use Hadoop,
databases and external
Business Intelligence and
analytics expertise

Approach

Manual

Manual and analytical

Analytical

Current method of
follow-up

Automated through
3rd party tools

Automated through 3rd party tools

Automated through 3rd
party tools

In-house discussion
of response to
method of follow-up

Little discussion it
would be very time
consuming

Some discussion in quarterly
planning meetings about method
used but no discussion of response
to follow-up

Departmental team
meetings for planning

Updating strategy

No change to
strategy

Recognise a need to inform
changes to strategy but not
underway

Early stages of defining
opportunities for strategic
formulation

Analysing customers
reviews and
discussion for
promoting
reinforcement of
issues

None

None – manual and low level
analytics proposed but not
implemented

Early stage of creating
algorithms for
identification and analysis

Where responses are made on
business own web site this is done
through a classification approach
based on the type of positive and
negative issues reported by the
customer

No discussion of response
to method of follow-up

The data captured suggests that businesses of all sizes do not have sophisticated methods in place
for post analysis of customer reviews. Consequently, they are not in a position to explore this
pool of experimental information. There is a recognised need to address how to move things
forward, and how to ensure the methods of analysis and follow-up of the experimental
information are incorporated into the business enterprise systems or CKM systems.
A case may be made to state that the businesses are not in charge anymore, the customer has the
upper hand as a result of the internet knowledge exchange.
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Customer stratification framework
An important suggestion is that the business or “most organizations do not possess all required
knowledge within their formal boundaries and must rely on linkages to outside organizations
and individuals to acquire knowledge” (Anand et al., 2002), and the business is no longer in
control of the knowledge exchange giving the customer the upper hand. The business can,
therefore, be put in a corner, relating knowledge to a circumstance of wishing to buy something.
The internet has empowered the customer to make the decision. The businesses do need not
necessarily need to be concerned about how important the customer’s position is in a network
which is often recorded as an important factor (McLure Wasko & Faraj, 2005), but it is about
increasing the customer stratification information that better informs the customer groups. This is
best explained in Figure 1 through three stages of activity which the business have to develop an
approach to.

Validation

Reinforcement

Contradiction

Figure 1: Customer stratification framework
The research findings inform the three stages of a customer stratification framework where the
customer’s views coded in themes are established as separate stages of a business review
process.
Validation
When a customer visits a site, with a mix of positive and negative reviews posted, as a customer
you look at how they were articulated and what they meant to explain, if they are continually
positively reinforced it enforces a customer to feel positive, this is a natural response, so there is
a discourse going on between the customers. The individual coming to it will align themselves
with either the positive or negative reviews based on their mapping of themselves and based on
the perception of the population of contributors. Then the customer’s feels more aligned to a
customer group because of the way the reviews were articulated. It allows for the substantiation
of why the review of a product or service was good or bad and allows the future entrant to
weight all this up.
This stratification framework suggests that customers map themselves to the pool of
experimental evidence. It is clear that the business of each size, small, medium and large are at
an early stage in determining how much is mirrored back through the business systems, and this
informs an important area for further research.
Reinforcement
The customer can make an informed and enriched decision because of the social exchange; they
do not need to talk to anyone. In the past, it was through a recommendation from a friend of a
family member, but this has changed, and now the reviews and (like/dislike) buttons are ticked
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as the customer exchange is via the Internet social media. For example, a customer thinking
about a holiday will review sites such as TripAdvisor, where there may be a high volume of
customer posts.
Contradiction
If a business is trying to sell that hotel experience, they should be harvesting the most common
words from customer reviews, most common on favourable feedback and inserting that in the
literature, while the negative issues would be the focus of the internal meetings, otherwise this is
going to hurt the business. The business needs to resolve what is bad and improve on what is
good and then the business will have a better product and be more competitive. The business
becomes successful because of several things that are good but require access to fulfilling the
knowledge exchange follow-up through new internal to external processes.
It is well known that a business is not taken down by a single weakness, and in that case, the
issues can be addressed, and they need to identify the areas that are weak. None of this customer
stratification could have happened before the knowledge exchange via social media. It has
always happened because of normal social processes. However, the amount and complexity of
the information have been enhanced by orders of magnitude because of social media and the
means to stream data and information via the Internet.
Conclusions
Summary of findings and research contribution
This paper is one of the first to find empirical support for the role of CKM within businesses and
explore how customer reviews and discussion posted via social media can be used by businesses.
The conceptual framework of customer stratification shows how business should use customers
reviews and discussions for gaining knowledge about and from customers. This study can
provide valuable insights and guidance for researchers and practitioners as well.
The customer search and profiling can be referred to as customer stratification, and the approach
to this needs to be addressed if businesses value customer knowledge exchanges.
The link between the knowledge exchange and CKM or enterprise systems may not be well
aligned as the customer reviews tend to follow similar themes indicating the business has not
followed up adequately.
So the follow-up from external reviews to knowledge management systems for reporting and
further analysis is probably weak.
There may also be a different approach to follow-up from small to medium to large businesses
and for each the follow-up approach will be conducted by different tools, methods, rules and
processes, but the analysis must be performed to provide the business with the chance to regain
the upper hand.
It is most likely that the small company will continue to conduct the follow-up through manual
methods depending on the size and skills of the employees, and the sector they are associated
with, the medium size business will conduct this by a mix of manual, cloud services and (in174
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house or outsourced) business analytics methods. The large businesses will most likely have the
process fully automated alongside implementing internal/business analytics methods.
Limitations of the research
As one of the first studies empirically investigating the relationship between social media
(especially customers reviews/ discussions) and customer knowledge management, this study
was exploratory in nature and certainly with some limitations. Firstly, it was limited to Wales
and thus its generalization has obvious geographical limitation and does not account for countryspecific differences. Secondly, although the survey method was appropriate for testing the
theoretically deducted research issue, there are some limitations. For example, survey
respondents generally provide a positive evaluation of their own enterprises and this may bias
surveys. While the authors made efforts to ensure that the respondents are knowledgeable and
experienced to answer questions, the results are still based on their perceptions and not on
measurable output. Moreover, the research questionnaire includes only basic questions leading to
explore how the customer knowledge management support business follow-up of customer
reviews and discussion using social media. Thirdly, the proposed framework of customer
stratification is the first development of an ongoing research study that needs to be deepened and
widened, to cover the implementation of social media for customer knowledge management.
Implications for practitioners and researchers
Despite these limitations, this study has significant implications for both practitioners and
researchers. The expectation of the paper is to encourage deeper insight into the area of CKM
with the theoretical assurance necessary to improve the practical concerns for modern customer
focused businesses and invest in the analytical follow-up approaches. As more enterprises
consider the application of social media for customer knowledge management, this study should
interest practitioners. It shows that social media, especially such techniques as customer reviews
and discussion can be used by business to exchange customer knowledge, and present
opportunities to enhance products and services offered, and create new ones. Thus, this study
highlights that social media strategy, knowledge of social media and the analysis of customer
reviews and discussions are necessary to gain and use customer knowledge for enhancing
businesses.
For researchers, this study contributes to a better understanding of the intersection of social
media, and customer knowledge management. Researchers who develop research on using social
media for managing customer knowledge could find reliable guidelines in this paper.
Possible areas for future research
Findings from this study suggest many opportunities for future exploration in this area. Among
the many possibilities, a deep exploration of proposed customer stratification framework seems
most interesting and promising.
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